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Abstract 
The goal of this Major Qualifying Project was to demonstrate ways to make improvements to a 
distribution feeder using today’s technological advances. A model was first developed to create a virtual 
laboratory where faults could be simulated. These faults were later analyzed and discussed on how to 
reduce their impact to the system. The final objective is to encourage electrical utilities to invest in smart 
grid technology. 
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1. Introduction 
Most electrical utilities have had the philosophy of “If it isn’t broken, don’t fix it” - A reactive 
approach to equipment management, safety, reliability, and efficiency. However, recent years have 
proven that a reactive approach is no longer acceptable in today’s society due to the constant evolution 
in technology, specifically in consumer electronics. Consumers now expect their utilities to constantly look 
for ways to improve the distribution network and ensure the power is always available. This project 
discusses improving reliability and efficiency of a feeder system using smart grid technology. The goal is 
to encourage electrical utilities to invest in smart grid technology and enhance crewmembers confidence 
to rely on smart grid. 
This project models a test feeder to analyze its fault restoration performance with the use of smart 
grid technology. The technology discussion includes smart meters, smart reclosers, fault detection 
isolation and restoration (FDIR), and adaptive filter. The project will attempt to quantify some of the key 
benefits of deploying smart grid technology at any given utility.  
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2. Background 
2.1. Power System 
The major components of an electric power system are illustrated in Figure 1. Electricity is first 
generated in a designated power plant to a region. Once power is generated it is carried through a system 
of transmission lines to distribution substations. The main function of a distribution substation is to reduce 
the voltage down to the distribution voltage level (e.g. 115 kV down to 13.8 kV). Each distribution 
substation will serve one or more primary feeders. The feeders are radial networks, which means that 
there is only one path for power to flow from the distribution substation to the customer meter. 
 
Figure 1- Bulk Power System 
A sample schematic of a distribution substation is shown in Figure 2. This is taken from an existing 
system located in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts operated and designed by Shrewsbury Electric and Cable 
Operations (SELCO). 
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Figure 2 - One-line Diagram 
The substation of Figure 2 draws power from two sub-transmission lines. The station has two 
“load tap changing” (LTC) transformers to step-down the voltage level. Once the voltage is down-
converted, it is delivered to eight distribution feeders for consumer use. 
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2.2. System Reliability 
Today’s society depends on power and hence expects to have power at all times. A research 
conducted a few years ago found that the average customer may be dissatisfied if he/she is without 
electricity for more than 53 minutes, 0.01% of a year [2]. Customer expectations are driven by lack of 
knowledge of the labor required to maintain an uninterrupted supply of electricity. These expectations 
have constantly made utilities reliability a public emphasis.  
Reliability of an electric system is defined as the ability to perform its functions under normal and 
extreme circumstances [2]. Electric utilities use reliability indices (IEEE Std. 1366) to help their engineers 
and operators see the bigger picture of their system. From the substation to the fusing scheme design 
impacts the overall system reliability [2]. The commonly considered factors are: system voltage, feeder 
length, exposure to natural elements (overhead/underground), sectionalizing capability, redundancy, 
conductor type/age, and number of customer per feeder [2].  
Due to limited resources, system reliability improvements decisions always involve engineering 
tradeoffs between cost, transport efficiency, and fault tolerance [2]. 
2.2.1. Sustained Interruption Indices 
 The IEEE Standard 1366 provide metrics to benchmark utility reliability. The following are the 
three main indices used by distribution providers: 
1. System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) is defined as the average number of times that 
a customer is interrupted during a specified time period. It is determined by dividing the total number 
of customers interrupted in a time period by the average number of customers served. The resulting 
unit is “interruptions per customer” [2]. 
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2. System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) is defined as the average interruption duration 
for customers served during a specified time period. It is determined by summing the customer-
minutes off for each interruption during a specified time period and dividing the sum by the average 
number of customers served during that period. The unit is minutes. This index enables the utility to 
report how many minutes customers would have been out of service if all customers were out at one 
time [2]. 
3. Customer Average Interruption Duration Index – This is defined as the average length of an 
interruption, weighted by the number of customers affected, for customers interrupted during a 
specific time period. It is calculated by summing the customer minutes off during each interruption in 
the time period and dividing this sum by the number of customers experiencing one or more sustained 
interruptions during the time period. The resulting unit is minutes. The index enables utilities to report 
the average duration of a customer outage for those customers affected [2]. 
 These three indices are used by utilities and government agencies such as Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) in the United States to measure performance [3]. 
2.3. Smart Grid 
IEEE defines smart grid as the “next-generation electrical power system that is typified by the 
increased use of communications and information technology in the generation, delivery and 
consumption of electrical energy.”[4]. Smart Grid offers utilities the opportunity to be more reliable, 
efficient, and flexible. 
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2.3.1. Self-Healing Distribution System 
The vast majority of faults occur on the distribution side of the power system. Often resulting on 
the interruption of electricity to the end customer. Due to lack of sensors for most distribution providers, 
an outage management system conventionally relies on customer trouble calls reporting power outages. 
After receiving the call, the providers dispatch a crew to investigate the cause of the outage. Depending 
on the size of the outage, the crew may isolate the outage by implementing switching schemes, making it 
possible for other areas to continue to operate unaffected by the outage. 
As the industry evolves toward the smart grid, many utilities have started to use Intelligent 
Electronic Devices (IED) to monitor, protect, and control the feeder and customer levels. An example of 
the devices implemented at the customer level are smart meters that can provide on-demand energy, 
voltage, amperage readings, and last gasp for outage notifications. Devices such as circuit breakers, 
reclosers, and sectionalizers with IEDs are now being deploy on the feeders. 
 
Figure 3 - Distribution Automation [11] 
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Fault Detection, Isolation, Restoration (FDIR) is the most recent technology advancement made for 
fast outage restoration. When a fault is detected, the upstream switch is open, which immediately 
initiates FDIR program to quickly provide a switching scheme to isolate the outage. 
• Fault Detection - a fault is typically detected by a fuse or breaker which requires an operator to 
replace or reset. The advances in communication technologies and reduced cost of 
microprocessors allow utilities to use protection devices with IEDs. An IED can make smart 
decisions by quickly analyzing line voltages, currents, and waveforms [3]. 
• Isolation - a fault isolation is accomplished by the coordination of the substation breakers, and 
tie-point IEDs [3]. 
• Restoration - once the fault is repaired, the feeder can be automatically restored to its original 
configuration through the system of coordinated IEDs [3] 
2.3.2. Volt-VAR Control and Optimization 
Voltage and VAR control (VVC) helps distribution provider maximize energy delivery efficiency and 
optimize peak demands. Ideally, an AC circuit would consist of a source and a purely resistive load. 
However, in application, loads will also consist of parasitic inductance and capacitance. These parasitic 
arise from transmission line lengths, and coupling, however they are beyond the scope of this document. 
The design needs to include these parasitic components in order to properly support the reactive power 
(Q) which effectively results in thermal energy loss. Reactive power is defined as the product of the 
Voltage (V) and Current (I) times the phase shift of the power wave due to the parasitic elements. Systems 
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treated as ideal, only deal with the resistive components, hence the phase is ignored. The reactive power 
component of a load is used to supply energy that is stored in either a magnetic or electrical field (e.g. 
 motors), hence needs to be accounted for during the design process. 
Figure 4 visualizes the relationship between the three electrical power quantities. The triangle 
from Figure 4 is a right triangle, hence the Pythagorean Theorem applies 
Figure 4 - Power Triangle Relationships 
 
𝑆𝑆 =  �𝑃𝑃2 + 𝑄𝑄2    (2.3a) 
𝜃𝜃 = cos−1 �𝑃𝑃
𝑆𝑆
�    (2.3b) 
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  𝑃𝑃
𝑆𝑆
= cos(𝜃𝜃)   (2.3c) 
𝑄𝑄 = 𝑆𝑆 sin(𝜃𝜃) = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 sin (𝜃𝜃)  (2.3d) 
Where: 
 S = magnitude of apparent power 
 P = magnitude of real power 
 Q = magnitude of reactive power 
  
The ratio of real power to apparent power is of interest to the utility engineer. This ratio is known 
as the power factor (PF). The power factor essentially measures the effectiveness the load is converting 
the total power consumed into real work. A power factor of 1.0 indicates that all the load is converting all 
the power consumed into real work. However, a power factor of 0.0 the load is not producing real work. 
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Figure 5 - Three Phase Capacitor Bank [12] 
Fixed capacitor banks (Figure 5) are usually installed by the utilities to make improvements the 
power factor. These capacitors inject VARs into the feeders to boost voltage, and at the same time lower 
current on the line. 
2.4. System Model 
 The loading of a distribution feeder is fundamentally unbalanced due to the large amount of 
uneven single phase loads served. It is vital that the distribution feeder be modeled as accurately as 
possible. A good computer model allows engineers to analyze and design the distribution feeder. A 
computer model can also assist to locate faults in the distribution system. In 1992 a document was 
published with a set of data that could be used by program developers and users to verify the correctness 
of their solutions [5]. There are many tools available for the analysis of distribution feeders including 
Matlab, Milsoft, EasyPower, OpenDSS. 
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2.4.1. Load Models 
 The modeling and analysis of a power system depend upon the load. The load on a power system 
is constantly changing. The loads on a distribution system are typically specified by the complex power 
consumed. Loads can be connected at a node (spot load) or thought to be consistently dispersed along a 
line segment (distributed load). Loads can be three phase (balanced or unbalanced) or single phase. All 
loads can be modeled as: 
• Constant real and reactive power (constant PQ) 
• Constant current (I) 
• Constant impedance (Z) 
• Any combination of the above 
2.4.2. Shunt Capacitors 
 Shunt capacitor banks are commonly used in distribution systems to help in voltage regulation 
and to provide reactive power support. The capacitor banks may be three-phase wye or delta connected 
and single-phase connected line-to-ground or line-to-line. The capacitors are modeled as constant 
susceptance and specified at nameplate rated kVAR. 
2.4.3. Line Segment Data 
 The line segment data is modeled using self and mutual impedance of the conductors in addition 
to taking into account the ground return path for the unbalanced currents. The resistance of the 
conductors is taken directly from a table of conductor data. The data will consist of the node terminations 
of each line segment, the length of the line segment, spacing model, phasing (left to right), and the phase 
and neutral conductors used. 
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2.4.4. Matlab 
Matlab (matrix laboratory) is a mathematical computer program developed by MathWorks. 
Furthermore, it “is a high-level language and interactive environment for numerical computation, 
visualization, and programming” [14]. It allows matrix manipulations, plotting, algorithms development, 
and create models. 
2.4.5. Simulink 
Simulink “is a block diagram environment for multidomain simulation and Model-Based Design” 
[15]. Simulink is integrated with Matlab enabling models to be generated through scripts. It also allows 
simulation results to be easily exported to Matlab for further analysis. 
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3. Goal of Project 
The goal of this project is to review the current state of a test feeder to identify any deficiency 
and suggest improvements. A deficiency is defined as weak points on the feeder that could be improve 
by using smart grid technology. A computer model will be created in Matlab to simulate short circuit faults 
against the feeder current state and the suggested improvements. 
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4. Simulations 
The following section is dedicated to validate the computer model results using Matlab and 
Simulink. First, a sample fault is simulated. Second, the IEEE 123 node test feeder is built and validated 
against IEEE results. Lastly, faults are simulated towards the IEEE 123 node test feeder to then suggest 
improvements on the feeder. 
4.1. Simple Fault 
The first step taken is to build the virtual environment that enables the most common type of 
fault to be simulated. The circuit shown in Figure 6 represents a small ideal feeder with a load. An 
unbalanced wye connected load with constant real and reactive (PQ) load were used. 
 
Figure 6 - Simple Fault Diagram 
A typical 13.8 kV feeder has a summer rating of ~400 A. Ohm’s law was used to determine the 
required PQ load assuming a power factor of 0.9. 
𝑆𝑆 =  √3𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =  √3(13.8𝑒𝑒3)(400) =  9.56 𝑀𝑀𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀  (4.1a) 
𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑆𝑆 =  (0.9)(9.56) = 8.60 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀   (4.1b) 
𝑄𝑄 =  √𝑆𝑆2 − 𝑃𝑃2 = √9.562 − 8.602 = 4.17 𝑀𝑀𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (4.1c) 
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 Equations 4.1a, 4.1b, and 4.1c give the load input used for the simulation on Figure 5. The next 
step was to determine the ground resistance needed to acquire a 4,000 A line to ground fault as shown 
on equation 4.2. 
𝑀𝑀 = 𝑉𝑉
√3𝐼𝐼
= 13.8𝑒𝑒3
√3 4,000 = 2 Ω   (4.2) 
 
Figure 7 - Simple Fault Current Output 
Figure 7 displays the output of the simple fault model. The outputs serve as validation to Simulink 
as a radial distribution feeder model environment. 
4.2. IEEE 123 Node Test Feeder 
The IEEE 123 node test feeder was provided by the IEEE Power and Energy Society (PES) 
Distribution System Analysis Subcommittee. The feeder operates at a nominal voltage of 4.16 kV. While 
this is considered an old voltage level for feeders it does give voltage drop issues that must be mitigated 
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by implementing voltage regulators and capacitor banks. It is also the most comprehensive feeder of all 
IEEE test feeders. 
This feeder provides the model with: 
• Overhead and underground segments 
• A combination of all types of spot loading (PQ, constant I, constant Z) 
• Four voltage regulators 
• Shunt capacitor banks 
• Switches to provide alternate paths 
Figure 8 contains the diagram of the test feeder that will be used as a test model. Furthermore, 
the IEEE PES subcommittee has provided most of the required data for the simulation [16] (see Appendix 
A). An additional step is needed before the model can be used in Simulink. IEEE PES data uses the English 
system where Matlab/Simulink needs all unit to be converted to the metric system Thankfully, Mathworks 
has made available to the public a script that takes the test feeder data from an excel file and generates 
the model on Simulink [17] (see Appendix B). 
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Figure 8 - IEEE 123 Node Test Feeder 
4.2.1. Simulink Model vs IEEE 123 Benchmark 
Figure 9 shows the IEEE 123 node test feeder model in Simulink. The next step is to validate the 
simulation. Matlab will be used to compute the relative error of the Simulink results with the published 
IEEE benchmark results (Appendix A). The comparison output shown in Figures 10 and 11 reveal that the 
error is within 0.1% for all the bus voltage and branch currents. 
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Figure 9 - IEEE 123 Complete 
 
Figure 10 – Bus Voltage Relative Error 
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Figure 11 - Branch Current Relative Error 
4.3. Fault Behavior 
The most common fault on a feeder is phase to ground. Figure 12 illustrates the current and 
voltage behavior of the fault measured at the substation level. When the event occurs the affected phase 
voltage immediately begins to sag and it is accompanied by a spike in the current magnitude. The utility 
will most likely have fuses that would burn out to protect all the devices interconnected to the feeder. 
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Figure 12 – Phase to Ground Fault Behavior 
Another popular protection device used by utilities is a breaker with a microprocessor or 
electromechanical recloser located at the substation. The microprocessor reclosers can be programmed 
to protect on instantaneous, definite time, or inverse time over current.  The recloser trips the breaker 
then waits a few cycles before it tries to close again. The recloser is typically set for 2 shots. If the fault 
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persists the recloser trips and goes into lockout mode. Figure 13 demonstrate this behavior.
 
Figure 13 - Recloser Behavior 
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5. Smart Grid Improvements 
Smart grid opens the doors of opportunities for any utility to be improve system reliability and 
performance. In this section, a few options are examined to provide thorough understanding of the 
limitations and abilities of each. 
5.1. Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) 
An AMI system enables utility personnel to locate outages more rapidly. When a fault occurs, the 
meter sends a last gasp signal alerting that it is in the process of losing power.  The meter data 
management (MDM) system picks up the signal and displays the location of the outages. This mechanism 
allows for a quick analysis of the root cause of the outage. An AMI system also allows engineers to improve 
distribution transformer allocation. By linking smart meters transformers, an engineer can predict and 
ultimately avoid transformer overloading. 
An AMI system enables utilities to monitor voltage levels. Electric utility in the United States have 
to keep voltage level between 114 V and 126 V. Meaning, the utility can manipulate voltage levels to 
reduce power demand of the feeder. It is typically seen that a 5% voltage reduction equates to a 3% 
demand power reduction.  
The problem that utilities are presently facing is customer rejection due to privacy concerns. This 
concern is mostly for lack of knowledge on how the technology works and can benefit the end user as well 
as the provider. 
5.2. Smart Recloser 
The idea behind a smart recloser is to avoid reclosing of the breaker while the fault is still active. 
The reclosing shots can cause serious problems to motors from minor to permanent damage. An industrial 
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customer would greatly benefit from this scenario. Figure 14 and 15 illustrate the behavior of a smart 
recloser in action. A phase to ground fault is simulated on node 35. Between node 18 and node 135 a 
smart recloser picks up the fault and trips the affected phase until the fault has passed. Figure 15 shows 
the substation as just experiencing a quick blip. The main breaker recloser does not operate during the 
fault. 
 
Figure 14 - Smart Recloser - Node 35 
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Figure 15 - Smart Recloser - Node 1 
A smart recloser could also expand the lifespan of a breaker by reducing the amount of 
operations, decreasing maintenance costs for utilities. Moreover, consumer devices that are motor driven 
are protected by the use of a smart recloser. Lastly, the smart recloser could be connected to a remote 
terminal unit (RTU) allowing utility operators to monitor and control the device through their supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA). 
 
5.3. Fault Detection, Isolation, Restoration (FDIR) 
The use of FDIR along with smart reclosers could be very beneficial. It could help utilities lower 
their SAIDI, SAIFI, and CAIDI by reducing the amount of customers affected by a fault. FDIR enable feeders 
to be tied to other feeders to reroute power flow. Figure 16 shows the activity seen by the substation 
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breaker while FDIR works isolating a fault. The fault was simulated on node 52 where breakers 13_152 
and 60_160 detected and isolated the fault 
 
Figure 16 - FDIR - Node 1 
This fault would have forced breaker 13_152 to trip by itself dropping nearly 2 MW worth of load 
or 57% of the whole feeder load. However, this simulation made breakers 13_152 and 60_160 trip while 
breaker 151_300 closed redirecting power flow. Using this alternative helped to reduce the drop to 550 
kW or 16% of the whole load. 
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Figure 17 - FDIR - Node 67 
Figure 17 displays the current and voltage activity while the breakers open (60_160) and close 
(151_300). It should be noted that the power flow is shifted 180o forcing the current and voltage to 
stabilize.  
The National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) released a document on November 
15, 2013 discussing the deployment experience of FDIR on nine of their rural electric cooperative utilities 
[18]. Their findings show that the two main benefits from FDIR are: (1) rapid restoration following a fault 
and (2) reduced power losses through a smarter feeder load balancing. Table 1 outlines Salt River outage 
time saved due to the use of this technology. 
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Table 1 - Salt River Outages and Customer-Minutes Saved [18] 
 
Another study has shown that the application of FDIR could improve SAIFI and SAIDI numbers up 
to 50% [19]. Table 2 exemplifies what those improvement percentage would yield to for a small municipal 
utility such as Shrewsbury Electric and Cable Operations (SELCO) [20]. 
Table 2 - SELCO Outage Report History1 
 
                                                          
1 Major storms (e.g. Sandy, Irene, and others) outages are not included on this report 
Outage ID Customers Minutes Saved Customer-Minutes Saved
1 671 33 22,143                                      
2 450 45 20,250                                      
3 800 43 34,400                                      
4 498 60 29,880                                      
5 222 150 33,300                                      
6 18 90 1,620                                        
7 358 180 64,440                                      
8 1795 50 89,750                                      
9 481 21 10,101                                      
10 412 21 8,652                                        
11 344 45 15,480                                      
12 261 124 32,364                                      
13 137 125 17,125                                      
14 300 206 61,800                                      
15 450 90 40,500                                      
481,805                                    Total
Year SAIDI SAIFI CAIDI SAIDI IMP SAIFI IMP CAIDI IMP
2007 19.42 0.65 2987 9.71 0.325 1493.5
2008 12.26 0.14 90.71 6.13 0.07 45.355
2009 22.88 0.36 64.39 11.44 0.18 32.195
2010 23.8 0.51 46.41 11.9 0.255 23.205
2011 27.23 0.32 85.94 13.615 0.16 42.97
2012 12.63 0.27 47.14 6.315 0.135 23.57
2013 6.84 0.28 24.19 3.42 0.14 12.095
2014 26.35 0.53 49.46 13.175 0.265 24.73
Shrewsbury Electric Outage Report Comparison
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It should also be noted that by comparing fault current magnitudes from Figure 15 and Figure 16 
one can notice that the fault on Node 35 is at a further distance than node 52. In practice, this is a 
technique used by utility engineers to determine the distance from the substation to the fault location. 
5.4. Adaptive Filters 
Harmonic distortion is another issue utility engineers must face. With the increase of nonlinear 
loads, the voltage and current waveforms become more distorted and the power quality deteriorates. 
Today, utilities use capacitor banks as filters to improve the power factor of the system. The problem is 
capacitor banks are fixed amounts of VARs injected into the system. Moreover, the VARs are injected to 
the three phase all at once potentially causing a leading power factor to the unbalance load on a particular 
phase. 
Engineers are now realizing the need to inject VARs per phase individually. This requires that the 
capacitor bank is installed with a Line Current Sensor (LCS) per phase as well as a three phase voltage 
sensor. This helps the system, but does not change the fact that the amount of VARs remains fixed and 
the system needs to wait for certain amount of distortion before injecting VARs. 
An optimized approach is to use an adaptive filter. The adaptive filter has an array of capacitors 
to vary the amount of VARs injected into the system. This filter is not installed on the primary side as the 
traditional banks. These are installed on the secondary side or low side of the distribution transformer. 
There is not enough data available to simulate and analyze the effects of the adaptive filter. 
However, it is worth mentioning in this report as an opportunity to make improvements to a radial 
distribution feeder. 
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6. Conclusion 
The main project goal was to suggest simple ways to improve a distribution feeder. This goal was 
successfully achieved as seen in the previous sections using new smart grid technology. The power utility 
is a growing market where consumers continue to raise their expectations. Technological advances are 
being made every day in the power industry. It is now understood by distribution engineers that there are 
many alternatives to improve feeder reliability. It is important to recognize that there is always room for 
improvements. 
The electric utility relies on customer trouble calls reporting service interruption. However, the 
use of sensors and microcontrollers could assist utilities to reduce the amount of trouble calls as well as 
the “down” time. A smart meter could inform the utility the extent of any outage. Furthermore, the utility 
can use intelligent electronic devices (IED) to isolate an outage, hence reducing the number of customers 
with no power. 
Every distribution substation is sure to have some sort of electromechanical or microprocessor 
based breaker recloser protecting the line. The recloser is ideal for transitory faults (e.g. limb on a wire). 
However, a persistent fault causes the recloser to attempt to energize the line a few times before going 
into a lockout mode and tripping the line permanently. A smart recloser can detect when the fault is gone, 
hence avoid the characteristic reclosing shots from the conventional breaker recloser. 
In this modern world people continue to buy more into electric vehicles (EV). This leads to more 
households and public parking lots with inverter type chargers. Inverter chargers have been found to 
cause current and voltage harmonic distortions. Harmonic distortion can cause a distribution transformer 
to overheat and ultimately explode. To avoid this incidents, electric utility pay close attention to their 
power factor. Power Factor management is a very difficult task to perform. Adaptive filters with smart 
controllers can ease the task and automate power factor improvements.   
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Appendix A 
Below is the IEEE 123 node test feeder downloaded from IEEE PES website. 
Line Segment Data  
    
Node A 
Node 
B 
Length 
(ft.) Config. 
1 2 175 10 
1 3 250 11 
1 7 300 1 
3 4 200 11 
3 5 325 11 
5 6 250 11 
7 8 200 1 
8 12 225 10 
8 9 225 9 
8 13 300 1 
9 14 425 9 
13 34 150 11 
13 18 825 2 
14 11 250 9 
14 10 250 9 
15 16 375 11 
15 17 350 11 
18 19 250 9 
18 21 300 2 
19 20 325 9 
21 22 525 10 
21 23 250 2 
23 24 550 11 
23 25 275 2 
25 26 350 7 
25 28 200 2 
26 27 275 7 
26 31 225 11 
27 33 500 9 
28 29 300 2 
29 30 350 2 
30 250 200 2 
31 32 300 11 
34 15 100 11 
35 36 650 8 
35 40 250 1 
36 37 300 9 
36 38 250 10 
38 39 325 10 
40 41 325 11 
40 42 250 1 
42 43 500 10 
42 44 200 1 
44 45 200 9 
44 47 250 1 
45 46 300 9 
47 48 150 4 
47 49 250 4 
49 50 250 4 
50 51 250 4 
51 151 500 4 
52 53 200 1 
53 54 125 1 
54 55 275 1 
54 57 350 3 
55 56 275 1 
57 58 250 10 
57 60 750 3 
58 59 250 10 
60 61 550 5 
60 62 250 12 
62 63 175 12 
63 64 350 12 
64 65 425 12 
65 66 325 12 
67 68 200 9 
67 72 275 3 
67 97 250 3 
68 69 275 9 
69 70 325 9 
70 71 275 9 
72 73 275 11 
72 76 200 3 
73 74 350 11 
74 75 400 11 
76 77 400 6 
76 86 700 3 
77 78 100 6 
78 79 225 6 
78 80 475 6 
80 81 475 6 
81 82 250 6 
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81 84 675 11 
82 83 250 6 
84 85 475 11 
86 87 450 6 
87 88 175 9 
87 89 275 6 
89 90 225 10 
89 91 225 6 
91 92 300 11 
91 93 225 6 
93 94 275 9 
93 95 300 6 
95 96 200 10 
97 98 275 3 
98 99 550 3 
99 100 300 3 
100 450 800 3 
101 102 225 11 
101 105 275 3 
102 103 325 11 
103 104 700 11 
105 106 225 10 
105 108 325 3 
106 107 575 10 
108 109 450 9 
108 300 1000 3 
109 110 300 9 
110 111 575 9 
110 112 125 9 
112 113 525 9 
113 114 325 9 
135 35 375 4 
149 1 400 1 
152 52 400 1 
160 67 350 6 
197 101 250 3 
 
Three Phase Switches 
      
Node A Node B Normal 
13 152 closed 
18 135 closed 
60 160 closed 
61 610 closed 
97 197 closed 
150 149 closed 
250 251 open 
450 451 open 
54 94 open 
151 300 open 
300 350 open 
 
Overhead Line Configurations (Config.) 
     
Config. Phasing Phase Cond.  
Neutral 
Cond.  Spacing 
    ACSR ACSR ID 
1 A B C N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 
2 C A B N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 
3 B C A N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 
4 C B A N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 
5 B A C N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 
6 A C B N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 
7 A C N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 505 
8 A B N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 505 
9 A N 1/0 1/0 510 
10 B N  1/0 1/0 510 
11 C N 1/0 1/0 510 
 
Underground Line Configuration 
(Config.) 
        
Config. Phasing Cable 
Spacing 
ID 
12 A B C 
1/0 AA, 
CN 515 
 
Transformer Data 
          
            
  kVA kV-high kV-low R - % X - % 
Substation 5,000 115 - D 
4.16 Gr-
W 1 8 
XFM - 1 150 4.16 - D .480 - D 1.27 2.72 
 
Shunt Capacitors     
        
Node 
Ph-
A 
Ph-
B 
Ph-
C 
  kVAr kVAr kVAr 
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83 200 200 200 
88 50     
90   50   
92     50 
Total 250 250 250 
 
Regulator Data   
     
Regulator ID:  1      
Line Segment:  
150 - 
149      
Location: 150      
Phases: 
 A-B-
C      
Connection: 
3-Ph, 
Wye      
Monitoring Phase: A      
Bandwidth: 
2.0 
volts      
PT Ratio: 20      
Primary CT Rating: 700      
Compensator: Ph-A      
R - Setting: 3      
X - Setting: 7.5      
Voltage Level: 120      
         
Regulator ID:  2      
Line Segment:  
 9 - 
14      
Location: 9      
Phases: A      
Connection: 
1-Ph, 
L-G      
Monitoring Phase:  A      
Bandwidth: 
2.0 
volts      
PT Ratio: 20      
Primary CT Rating: 50      
Compensator: Ph-A      
R - Setting: 0.4      
X - Setting: 0.4      
Voltage Level: 120      
         
Regulator ID:  3      
Line Segment:  
25 - 
26      
Location: 25      
Phases: A-C      
Connection: 
2-
Ph,L-
G     
 
Monitoring Phase: 
A & 
C      
Bandwidth: 1      
PT Ratio: 20      
Primary CT Rating: 50      
Compenator: Ph-A 
Ph-
C    
R - Setting: 0.4 0.4    
X - Setting: 0.4 0.4    
Voltage Level: 120 120    
         
Regulator ID:  4      
Line Segment:  
160 - 
67      
Location: 160      
Phases: 
A-B-
C      
Connection: 
3-Ph, 
LG      
Monitoring Phase: 
A-B-
C      
Bandwidth: 2      
PT Ratio: 20      
Primary CT Rating: 300      
Compensator: Ph-A 
Ph-
B Ph-C  
R - Setting: 0.6 1.4 0.2  
X - Setting: 1.3 2.6 1.4  
Voltage Level: 124 124 124  
 
Spot Loads      
        
Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 
Ph-
2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3 
  Model kW kVAr kW kVAr kW kVAr 
1 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
2 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 
4 Y-PR 0 0 0 0 40 20 
5 Y-I 0 0 0 0 20 10 
6 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 
7 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
9 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
10 Y-I 20 10 0 0 0 0 
11 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 
12 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 
16 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
17 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 
19 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
20 Y-I 40 20 0 0 0 0 
22 Y-Z 0 0 40 20 0 0 
24 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
28 Y-I 40 20 0 0 0 0 
29 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 
30 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
31 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 
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32 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 
33 Y-I 40 20 0 0 0 0 
34 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 
35 D-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
37 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 
38 Y-I 0 0 20 10 0 0 
39 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 
41 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 
42 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
43 Y-Z 0 0 40 20 0 0 
45 Y-I 20 10 0 0 0 0 
46 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
47 Y-I 35 25 35 25 35 25 
48 Y-Z 70 50 70 50 70 50 
49 Y-PQ 35 25 70 50 35 20 
50 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
51 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
52 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
53 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
55 Y-Z 20 10 0 0 0 0 
56 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 
58 Y-I 0 0 20 10 0 0 
59 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 
60 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
62 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 
63 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
64 Y-I 0 0 75 35 0 0 
65 D-Z 35 25 35 25 70 50 
66 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 75 35 
68 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
69 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
70 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
71 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
73 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
74 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 
75 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
76 D-I 105 80 70 50 70 50 
77 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 
79 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 
80 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 
82 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
83 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 
84 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 
85 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
86 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 
87 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 
88 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
90 Y-I 0 0 40 20 0 0 
92 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
94 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
95 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 
96 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 
98 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
99 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 
100 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 
102 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 
103 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
104 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 
106 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 
107 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 
109 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 
111 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
112 Y-I 20 10 0 0 0 0 
113 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 
114 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 
Total   1420 775 915 515 1155 630 
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Appendix B 
Below is the MATLAB code used to initialize all parameters 
addpath(genpath(pwd)) 
  
Ts = 1e-4; 
  
Dc = 10; 
  
IEEE_123_bus_parameters 
 
The following is the code from IEEE_123_bus_parameters file 
% IEEE 123 bus 
  
% miles/km 
  
mi2km = 1.609344; 
  
% feet to km 
  
ft2km = 0.0003048; 
  
% microsiemens to Farads 
  
ms2F = 1/2/pi/60*1e-6; 
  
  
%% Configuration 1 - series reactance - ohm/mile 
  
R_1 = [ 0.4576 0.1560 0.1535 
        0.1560 0.4666 0.1580 
        0.1535 0.1580 0.4615]; 
     
X_1 = [ 1.0780 0.5017 0.3849 
        0.5017 1.0482 0.4236 
        0.3849 0.4236 1.0651]; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_1 = [ 5.6765 -1.8319 -0.6982 
        -1.8319 5.9809 -1.1645 
        -0.6982 -1.1645 5.3971]; 
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% convert for SPS 
  
R_1 = R_1/mi2km; 
  
L_1 = X_1/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_1 = B_1/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
  
%% Configuration 2 - series reactance - ohm/mile 
  
R_2 = [ 0.4666 0.1580 0.1560 
        0.1580 0.4615 0.1535 
        0.1560 0.1535 0.4576]; 
     
X_2 = [ 1.0482 0.4236 0.5017 
        0.4236 1.0651 0.3849 
        0.5017 0.3849 1.0780]; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_2 = [ 5.9809 -1.1645 -1.8319 
        -1.1645 5.3971 -0.6982 
        -1.8319 -0.6982 5.6765]; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_2 = R_2/mi2km; 
  
L_2 = X_2/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_2 = B_2/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
  
%% Configuration 3 - series reactance - ohm/mile 
  
R_3 = [ 0.4615 0.1535 0.1580 
        0.1535 0.4576 0.1560 
        0.1580 0.1560 0.4666]; 
     
X_3 = [ 1.0651 0.3849 0.4236 
        0.3849 1.0780 0.5017 
        0.4236 0.5017 1.0482]; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_3 = [ 5.3971 -0.6982 -1.1645 
        -0.6982 5.6765 -1.8319 
        -1.1645 -1.8319 5.9809]; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_3 = R_3/mi2km; 
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L_3 = X_3/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_3 = B_3/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
%% Configuration 4 - series reactance - ohm/mile 
  
R_4 = [ 0.4615 0.1580 0.1535 
        0.1580 0.4666 0.1560 
        0.1535 0.1560 0.4576]; 
     
X_4 = [ 1.0651 0.4236 0.3849 
        0.4236 1.0482 0.5017 
        0.3849 0.5017 1.0780]; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_4 = [ 5.3971 -1.1645 -0.6982 
        -1.1645 5.9809 -1.8319 
        -0.6982 -1.8319 5.6765]; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_4 = R_4/mi2km; 
  
L_4 = X_4/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_4 = B_4/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
%% Configuration 5 - series reactance - ohm/mile 
  
R_5 = [ 0.4666 0.1560 0.1580 
        0.1560 0.4576 0.1535 
        0.1580 0.1535 0.4615]; 
     
X_5 = [ 1.0482 0.5017 0.4236 
        0.5017 1.0780 0.3849 
        0.4236 0.3849 1.0651]; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_5 = [ 5.9809 -1.8319 -1.1645 
        -1.8319 5.6765 -0.6982 
        -1.1645 -0.6982 5.3971]; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_5 = R_5/mi2km; 
  
L_5 = X_5/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_5 = B_5/mi2km*ms2F; 
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%% Configuration 6 - series reactance - ohm/mile 
  
R_6 = [ 0.4576 0.1535 0.1560 
        0.1535 0.4615 0.1580 
        0.1560 0.1580 0.4666]; 
     
X_6 = [ 1.0780 0.3849 0.5017 
        0.3849 1.0651 0.4236 
        0.5017 0.4236 1.0482]; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_6 = [ 5.6765 -0.6982 -1.8319 
        -0.6982 5.3971 -1.1645 
        -1.8319 -1.1645 5.9809]; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_6 = R_6/mi2km; 
  
L_6 = X_6/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_6 = B_6/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
%% Configuration 7 - series reactance - ohm/mile [A,C] 
  
R_7 = [ 0.4576 0.1535 
        0.1535 0.4615]; 
     
X_7 = [ 1.0780 0.3849 
        0.3849 1.0651]; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_7 = [ 5.1154  -1.0549 
        -1.0549 5.1704]; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_7 = R_7/mi2km; 
  
L_7 = X_7/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_7 = B_7/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
%% Configuration 8 - series reactance - ohm/mile [A,B] 
  
R_8 = [ 0.4576 0.1535 
        0.1535 0.4615]; 
     
X_8 = [ 1.0780 0.3849 
        0.3849 1.0651]; 
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% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_8 = [ 5.1154  -1.0549 
        -1.0549  5.1704]; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_8 = R_8/mi2km; 
  
L_8 = X_8/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_8 = B_8/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
%% Configuration 9 - series reactance - ohm/mile [A] 
  
R_9 = 1.3292; 
     
X_9 = 1.3475; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_9 = 4.5193; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_9 = R_9/mi2km; 
  
L_9 = X_9/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_9 = B_9/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
%% Configuration 10 - series reactance - ohm/mile [B] 
  
R_10 = 1.3292; 
     
X_10 = 1.3475; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_10 = 4.5193; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_10 = R_10/mi2km; 
  
L_10 = X_10/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_10 = B_10/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
%% Configuration 11 - series reactance - ohm/mile [C] 
  
R_11 = 1.3292; 
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X_11 = 1.3475; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_11 = 4.5193; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_11 = R_11/mi2km; 
  
L_11 = X_11/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_11 = B_11/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
%% Configuration 12 - series reactance - ohm/mile 
  
R_12 = [1.5209 0.5198 0.4924 
        0.5198 1.5329 0.5198 
        0.4924 0.5198 1.5209]; 
     
X_12 = [0.7521 0.2775 0.2157 
        0.2775 0.7162 0.2775 
        0.2157 0.2775 0.7521]; 
  
% charging susceptance - microsiemens/mile 
  
B_12 = [67.2242 -1e-6   -1e-6 
        -1e-6    67.2242 -1e-6 
        -1e-6    -1e-6   67.2242]; 
  
% convert for SPS 
  
R_12 = R_12/mi2km; 
  
L_12 = X_12/mi2km/2/pi/60; 
  
C_12 = B_12/mi2km*ms2F; 
  
  
%% Loads 
  
  
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread('spot loads data.xls','Sheet1'); 
  
loads = num(1:end-1,[1 3:8]); 
  
for l = 1:numel(loads(:,1)) 
    
    eval(['t',num2str(loads(l,1)),' = [0;1];']) 
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    eval(['L',num2str(loads(l,1)),'_PA = 
',num2str(loads(l,2)),'e3*ones(2,1);']) 
    eval(['L',num2str(loads(l,1)),'_QA = 
',num2str(loads(l,3)),'e3*ones(2,1);']) 
    eval(['L',num2str(loads(l,1)),'_PB = 
',num2str(loads(l,4)),'e3*ones(2,1);']) 
    eval(['L',num2str(loads(l,1)),'_QB = 
',num2str(loads(l,5)),'e3*ones(2,1);']) 
    eval(['L',num2str(loads(l,1)),'_PC = 
',num2str(loads(l,6)),'e3*ones(2,1);']) 
    eval(['L',num2str(loads(l,1)),'_QC = 
',num2str(loads(l,7)),'e3*ones(2,1);']) 
   
end 
 
Following is the code to create model in Simulink 
%% load parameters 
  
IEEE_123_bus_parameters 
  
%% model name 
  
mdl = 'IEEE_123_blank_canvas'; 
  
open(mdl) 
  
%% load line data and phase numbers 
  
read_line_data 
  
%% add  buses 
  
bus_placement(mdl,phase_data) 
  
%% add lines 
  
[from_to,loc] = identifyOLTC; 
  
line_placement(mdl,line_data,from_to,loc); 
  
%% add breakers 
  
breaker_placement(mdl,from_to) 
  
%% add loads 
  
load_placement(mdl) 
  
%% add source 
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source_bus = 150; 
  
source_placement(mdl,source_bus) 
  
  
%% add capacitors 
  
bus_phase 
  
cap_data = xlsread('cap data.xls','Sheet1'); 
  
capacitor_placement(mdl,cap_data,bus_phase_data) 
  
%% find any unconnected buses and remove them 
  
find_unconnected 
  
%% data saving 
  
data_save(mdl) 
  
set_OLTC(mdl,'0') % fixed taps 
  
%% save to a new model name 
  
new_mdl = 'IEEE_123_COMPLETE'; 
  
save_system(mdl,new_mdl); 
 
The following is the code to read line data using configuration from IEEE 123 node test feeder 
%% load line data 
  
line_data = xlsread('line data.xls','Sheet1'); 
  
%% sort node numbers in ascending order 
  
line_dataa = [sort(line_data(:,1:2),2) line_data(:,3:4)]; 
  
%% relate configuration to phase sequence 
  
config_phases = [1  3  1 1 1 
                 2  3  1 1 1 
                 3  3  1 1 1 
                 4  3  1 1 1 
                 5  3  1 1 1 
                 6  3  1 1 1 
                 7  2  1 0 1 
                 8  2  1 1 0 
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                 9  1  1 0 0 
                 10 1  0 1 0 
                 11 1  0 0 1 
                 12 3  1 1 1]; 
              
%% add number of phases to line data 
  
sl = size(line_dataa,1); 
  
line_data = [line_dataa zeros(sl,4)]; % add a column of zeros 
  
for l = 1:12 
     
    idx = ismember(line_data(:,4),l); 
     
    line_data(idx,5) = config_phases(l,2); 
    line_data(idx,6) = config_phases(l,3); 
    line_data(idx,7) = config_phases(l,4); 
    line_data(idx,8) = config_phases(l,5); 
     
end 
  
%% link bus number to number of phases 
  
lidx = unique(line_data(:,1:2)); 
np = zeros(numel(lidx),1); 
  
for l = 1:numel(lidx) 
    
    idx1 = line_data(:,1) == lidx(l); 
    idx2 = line_data(:,2) == lidx(l); 
     
    np(l) = max([line_data(idx1,5);line_data(idx2,5)]); 
     
end 
     
phase_data = [lidx np]; 
 
The following is the code in bus placement file 
function bus_placement(mdl,phase_data) 
  
  
%% load coordinates 
  
IEEE_123_XY_data 
  
% scale 
  
node_XY_data(:,2) = node_XY_data(:,2)*6; %#ok<*NODEF> 
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node_XY_data(:,3) = node_XY_data(:,3)*6; 
  
  
%% place the buses 
  
nl = numel(node_XY_data(:,1)); 
  
for l = 1:nl 
     
    idx = phase_data(:,1) == node_XY_data(l,1); 
     
    if sum(idx) ~= 0 
         
        pn = phase_data(idx,2); 
         
        h = 
add_block(['buses/',num2str(pn)],[mdl,'/',num2str(node_XY_data(l,1))]); 
         
    else 
         
        h = add_block('buses/3',[mdl,'/',num2str(node_XY_data(l,1))]); 
         
    end 
     
    set_buses(h) 
     
    posa = get(h,'Position'); 
     
    pos = posa - [posa(1) posa(2) posa(1) posa(2)]; 
     
    x = node_XY_data(l,2); 
    y = node_XY_data(l,3); 
     
    set(h,'Position',pos + [x y x y]) 
  
    pause(0.01) % this pause is in place tp visually see the network 'grow'.  
     
end 
 
The following is the code in line placement file 
function line_placement(model,line_data,from_to,loc) 
  
%% place the lines 
  
line_datat = line_data; 
  
nld = numel(line_datat(:,1)); 
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for ll = 1:nld 
    
    f_t = sort(line_datat(ll,1:2)); 
     
    % determine if from to matches an OLTC placement 
     
    ii = from_to(:,1) == f_t(:,1) & from_to(:,2) == f_t(:,2); 
  
    flagOLTC = 0; 
    flagFlip = 1; 
     
    if sum(ii)>0 % set flag to pick up line segment with OLTC 
         
        flagOLTC = 1; 
         
        if find(from_to(ii,:)==loc(ii))==2 
             
            flagFlip = 0; 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
    nf = num2str(f_t(1)); 
    nt = num2str(f_t(2)); 
     
    h1a = find_system([model,'/',nf]); 
    h1b = get_param(h1a,'Handle'); 
    h1 = h1b{1}; 
     
    h2a = find_system([model,'/',nt]); 
    h2b = get_param(h2a,'Handle'); 
    h2 = h2b{1}; 
     
    ph1 = get(h1,'Position'); 
    ph2 = get(h2,'Position'); 
     
    ppx = abs(ph1(1)-ph2(1)); 
    ppy = abs(ph1(2)-ph2(2)); 
     
    mid_point = (max([ph1;ph2]) - min([ph1;ph2]))/2+min([ph1;ph2]); 
     
    if flagOLTC 
     
        h = 
add_block(['line_choices/T',num2str(line_datat(ll,5))],[model,'/',nf,'_',nt])
; 
     
    else 
         
        h = 
add_block(['line_choices/',num2str(line_datat(ll,5))],[model,'/',nf,'_',nt]); 
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    end 
         
    set_line(h,line_datat,f_t(1),f_t(2)); 
     
    posa = get(h,'Position'); 
     
    pos = posa - [posa(1) posa(2) posa(1) posa(2)]; 
     
    mp = [mid_point(1) mid_point(2) mid_point(1) mid_point(2)]-[pos(3)/2 0 
pos(3)/2 0];  
     
    set(h,'Position',pos + mp) 
     
    set(h,'Name',[nf,'_',nt]) 
     
    if ppx < ppy 
         
        set(h,'Orientation','up') % flip the line 
           
    end 
     
     
    pc = line_datat(ll,6:8); 
     
    % add the lines 
     
     
    hp = get(h,'Porthandles'); 
    hp1 = get(h1,'Porthandles'); 
    hp2 = get(h2,'Porthandles'); 
     
    lhp = numel(hp.LConn); 
    lhp1 = numel(hp1.LConn); 
    lhp2 = numel(hp2.LConn); 
     
    if lhp < lhp1 
         
        il1 = find(pc); 
        
        il1(il1 > lhp1) = il1(il1 > lhp1) - 1; 
         
    else 
         
        il1 = 1:lhp1; 
         
    end 
     
    if lhp < lhp2 
         
        il2 = find(pc); 
        
        il2(il2 > lhp2) = il2(il2 > lhp2) - 1; 
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    else 
         
        il2 = 1:lhp2; 
         
    end 
     
    % determine which side of the line is closest to which bus 
     
    Lpp = get(hp.LConn(1),'Position'); 
     
    Lpp1 = get(hp1.LConn(1),'Position'); 
    Lpp2 = get(hp2.LConn(1),'Position'); 
   
    LL1 = sqrt((Lpp(1) - Lpp1(1))^2 + (Lpp(2) - Lpp1(2))^2); 
    LL2 = sqrt((Lpp(1) - Lpp2(1))^2 + (Lpp(2) - Lpp2(2))^2); 
       
    [~,idx]=min([LL1 LL2]); 
     
        if idx == 2  % flip the branch the other way so that current flows 
positive from the lowest bus number, 
            % but take account of OLTC lines and their connection profile 
             
            if strcmp(get(h,'Orientation'),'right') 
                 
                set(h,'Orientation','left'); 
                 
            elseif strcmp(get(h,'Orientation'),'left') 
                 
                set(h,'Orientation','right'); 
                 
            elseif strcmp(get(h,'Orientation'),'up') 
                 
                set(h,'Orientation','down'); 
                 
            elseif strcmp(get(h,'Orientation'),'down') 
                 
                set(h,'Orientation','up'); 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
         
         
        if ~flagFlip  % flip the branch the other way so that current flows 
positive from the lowest bus number, 
            % but take account of OLTC lines and their connection profile 
             
            if strcmp(get(h,'Orientation'),'right') 
                 
                set(h,'Orientation','left'); 
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            elseif strcmp(get(h,'Orientation'),'left') 
                 
                set(h,'Orientation','right'); 
                 
            elseif strcmp(get(h,'Orientation'),'up') 
                 
                set(h,'Orientation','down'); 
                 
            elseif strcmp(get(h,'Orientation'),'down') 
                 
                set(h,'Orientation','up'); 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
        
         
        if (numel(hp.LConn) == numel(hp1.LConn)) 
             
            %flip the bus 
            set(h1,'Orientation',get(h,'Orientation')) 
             
        end 
         
        if (numel(hp.LConn) == numel(hp2.LConn)) 
             
            %flip the bus 
            set(h2,'Orientation',get(h,'Orientation')) 
             
        end 
         
         
         
    for l = 1:numel(hp.LConn) 
         
       if flagFlip 
             
            add_line(model,hp.LConn(l),hp1.LConn(il1(l))); 
             
            add_line(model,hp.RConn(l),hp2.LConn(il2(l))); 
             
       else 
             
            add_line(model,hp.RConn(l),hp1.LConn(il1(l))); 
             
            add_line(model,hp.LConn(l),hp2.LConn(il2(l))); 
             
             
        end 
         
    end 
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    pause(0.01) % pause for visual reasons 
     
end 
     
     
end 
 
Following the code in breaker placement file 
function breaker_placement(mdl,from_to) 
  
% breaker configuration  
  
line_datat = [13  152 2 
              18  135 2 
              60  160 2 
              61  610 2 
              97  197 2 
              150 149 2 
              250 251 1 
              450 451 1 
              151 300 1 
              300 350 1]; 
  
initialstate = [{'open'},{'closed'}];           
           
nld = numel(line_datat(:,1)); 
  
model = [mdl,'/']; 
  
for ll = 1:nld 
    
    f_t = sort(line_datat(ll,1:2)); 
     
    % determine if from to matches an OLTC placement 
     
    ii = from_to(:,1) == f_t(:,1) & from_to(:,2) == f_t(:,2); 
     
    flagOLTC = 0; 
     
    if sum(ii)>0 % set flag to pick up line segment with OLTC 
         
        flagOLTC = 1; 
         
    end 
     
    h1a = find_system([model,num2str(line_datat(ll,1))]); 
    h1b = get_param(h1a,'Handle'); 
    h1 = h1b{1}; 
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    h2a = find_system([model,num2str(line_datat(ll,2))]); 
    h2b = get_param(h2a,'Handle'); 
    h2 = h2b{1}; 
     
    ph1 = get(h1,'Position'); 
    ph2 = get(h2,'Position'); 
     
    ppx = abs(ph1(1)-ph2(1)); 
    ppy = abs(ph1(2)-ph2(2)); 
     
    mid_point = (max([ph1;ph2]) - min([ph1;ph2]))/2+min([ph1;ph2]); 
     
    if flagOLTC 
         
        h = 
add_block('breaker/Tb1',[model,num2str(f_t(1)),'_',num2str(f_t(2))]); 
     
        hb = find_system(h,'LookUnderMasks','All','FindAll','on','Name','b2'); 
         
        set(hb,'InitialState',initialstate{line_datat(ll,3)}); 
         
    else 
         
        h = 
add_block('breaker/b1',[model,num2str(f_t(1)),'_',num2str(f_t(2))]); 
     
        set(h,'InitialState',initialstate{line_datat(ll,3)}); 
     
    end 
     
     
    posa = get(h,'Position'); 
     
    pos = posa - [posa(1) posa(2) posa(1) posa(2)]; 
     
    mp = [mid_point(1) mid_point(2) mid_point(1) mid_point(2)]-[pos(3)/2 0 
pos(3)/2 0];  
     
    set(h,'Position',pos + mp) 
     
    if ppx < ppy 
         
        set(h,'Orientation','up') % flip the line 
         
        % also flip the buses 
         
         set(h1,'Orientation','up') 
         set(h2,'Orientation','up') 
         
    end 
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    % add the lines 
     
     
    hp = get(h,'Porthandles'); 
    hp1 = get(h1,'Porthandles'); 
    hp2 = get(h2,'Porthandles'); 
     
    for l = 1:numel(hp.LConn) 
         
        % determine which bus the line is closer to, and connect on that 
        % basis 
         
        if l == 1 
            
            Lpp = get(hp.LConn(end),'Position'); 
            Rpp = get(hp.RConn(end),'Position'); 
             
            Lpp1 = get(hp1.LConn(end),'Position'); 
            Lpp2 = get(hp2.LConn(end),'Position'); 
             
            Rpp1 = get(hp1.LConn(end),'Position'); 
            Rpp2 = get(hp2.LConn(end),'Position'); 
             
             
            LL1 = sqrt((Lpp(1) - Lpp1(1))^2 + (Lpp(2) - Lpp1(2))^2); 
            LL2 = sqrt((Lpp(1) - Lpp2(1))^2 + (Lpp(2) - Lpp2(2))^2); 
            LR1 = sqrt((Lpp(1) - Rpp1(1))^2 + (Lpp(2) - Rpp1(2))^2); 
            LR2 = sqrt((Lpp(1) - Rpp2(1))^2 + (Lpp(2) - Rpp2(2))^2); 
             
            RL1 = sqrt((Rpp(1) - Lpp1(1))^2 + (Rpp(2) - Lpp1(2))^2); 
            RL2 = sqrt((Rpp(1) - Lpp2(1))^2 + (Rpp(2) - Lpp2(2))^2); 
            RR1 = sqrt((Rpp(1) - Rpp1(1))^2 + (Rpp(2) - Rpp1(2))^2); 
            RR2 = sqrt((Rpp(1) - Rpp2(1))^2 + (Rpp(2) - Rpp2(2))^2); 
             
        end 
         
        if LL1 <= min([LL2 LR1 LR2]) 
             
            add_line(mdl,hp.LConn(l),hp1.LConn(l)) 
             
            % now figure out the right side connectivity 
             
            if RL2 <= RR2 
             
                add_line(mdl,hp.RConn(l),hp2.LConn(l)) 
             
            else 
             
                add_line(mdl,hp.RConn(l),hp2.LConn(l)) 
             
            end 
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        elseif LL2 <= min([LL1 LR1 LR2]) 
             
            add_line(mdl,hp.LConn(l),hp2.LConn(l)) 
             
            % now figure out the right side connectivity 
             
            if RL1 <= RR1 
             
                add_line(mdl,hp.RConn(l),hp1.LConn(l)) 
             
            else 
             
                add_line(mdl,hp.RConn(l),hp1.LConn(l)) 
             
            end 
             
        elseif LR1 <= min([LL1 LL2 LR2]) 
             
            add_line(mdl,hp.LConn(l),hp1.LConn(l)) 
             
            % now figure out the right side connectivity 
             
            if RL2 <= RR2 
             
                add_line(mdl,hp.RConn(l),hp2.LConn(l)) 
             
            else 
             
                add_line(mdl,hp.RConn(l),hp2.LConn(l)) 
             
            end 
             
        elseif LR2 <= min([LL1 LL2 LR1]) 
             
            add_line(mdl,hp.LConn(l),hp2.LConn(l)) 
             
            % now figure out the right side connectivity 
             
            if RL1 <= RR1 
             
                add_line(mdl,hp.RConn(l),hp1.LConn(l)) 
             
            else 
             
                add_line(mdl,hp.RConn(l),hp1.LConn(l)) 
             
            end 
             
        end 
  
    end 
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    pause(0.01) 
         
     
end 
  
 
Following the code in load placement file 
function load_placement(mdl) 
  
% 
  
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread('spot loads data.xls','Sheet1'); 
  
pp = [(num(:,3)>0 | num(:,4)>0) (num(:,5)>0 | num(:,6)>0) (num(:,7)>0 | 
num(:,8)>0)]; 
  
typel = txt(5:end-1,2); 
  
% place the loads 
  
load bus_phase_data_01 
  
line_datata = [num(:,1) pp]; 
  
line_datat = line_datata(1:end-1,:); 
  
nld = numel(line_datat(:,1)); 
  
model = [mdl,'/']; 
  
xnp = 0; 
  
for ll = 1:nld 
    
    % compare phase connections 
     
    idx = ismember(bus_phase_data(:,1),line_datat(ll,1)); %#ok<*NODEF> 
     
    qq1 = bus_phase_data(idx,2:end); 
    qq2 = line_datat(ll,2:end); 
     
    pc_idx = find(qq2(logical(qq1))); 
     
     
    h1a = find_system([model,num2str(line_datat(ll,1))]); 
    h1b = get_param(h1a,'Handle'); 
    h1 = h1b{1}; 
     
    ph1 = get(h1,'Position'); 
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    if strcmp(typel(ll),'Y-I') 
         
        h = 
add_block(['YconstI/',num2str(sum(line_datat(ll,2:end)))],[model,'L',num2str(
line_datat(ll,1))]); 
         
    elseif strcmp(typel(ll),'Y-Z') 
         
        h = 
add_block(['YconstZ/',num2str(sum(line_datat(ll,2:end)))],[model,'L',num2str(
line_datat(ll,1))]); 
         
    elseif strcmp(typel(ll),'Y-PQ') || strcmp(typel(ll),'Y-PR') % The benchmark 
data has a typo for load 4 'Y-PR' 
         
        h = 
add_block(['YconstPQ/',num2str(sum(line_datat(ll,2:end)))],[model,'L',num2str
(line_datat(ll,1))]); 
         
    elseif strcmp(typel(ll),'D-Z') 
         
        h = 
add_block(['DconstZ/',num2str(sum(line_datat(ll,2:end)))],[model,'L',num2str(
line_datat(ll,1))]); 
         
        if numel(pc_idx)<3  
             
            if pc_idx(end)<3 
                 
                pc_idx = [pc_idx pc_idx+1]; %#ok<*AGROW> 
                 
            else 
                 
                pc_idx = [pc_idx-1 pc_idx]; 
                 
            end 
              
        end 
         
    elseif strcmp(typel(ll),'D-PQ') 
         
        h = 
add_block(['DconstPQ/',num2str(sum(line_datat(ll,2:end)))],[model,'L',num2str
(line_datat(ll,1))]); 
         
        if numel(pc_idx)<3  
             
            if pc_idx(end)<3 
                 
                pc_idx = [pc_idx pc_idx+1]; 
                 
            else 
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                pc_idx = [pc_idx-1 pc_idx]; 
                 
            end 
              
        end 
         
    elseif strcmp(typel(ll),'D-I') 
         
        h = 
add_block(['DconstI/',num2str(sum(line_datat(ll,2:end)))],[model,'L',num2str(
line_datat(ll,1))]); 
         
        if numel(pc_idx)<3  
             
            if pc_idx(end)<3 
                 
                pc_idx = [pc_idx pc_idx+1]; 
                 
            else 
                 
                pc_idx = [pc_idx-1 pc_idx]; 
                 
            end 
              
        end 
         
    else 
         
        xnp = xnp + 1; 
         
        lnp(xnp) = ll; %#ok<*NASGU> 
         
    end 
    % set data 
     
    set(h,'t1','t'); 
     
    ppp = find(line_datat(ll,2:end)); 
     
    nppp = numel(ppp); 
     
    numload = line_datat(ll,1); 
     
    set(h,'t1',['t',num2str(numload)]); 
             
     
    if nppp == 3 
         
            set(h,'PA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PA']); 
            set(h,'QA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QA']); 
            set(h,'PB1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PB']); 
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            set(h,'QB1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QB']); 
            set(h,'PC1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PC']); 
            set(h,'QC1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QC']); 
         
    elseif nppp == 2 
         
         
        if sum(ppp == [1 2]) == 2 
             
            set(h,'PA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PA']); 
            set(h,'QA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QA']); 
            set(h,'PB1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PB']); 
            set(h,'QB1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QB']); 
             
        elseif sum(ppp == [1 3]) == 2 
             
             
            set(h,'PA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PA']); 
            set(h,'QA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QA']); 
            set(h,'PB1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PC']); 
            set(h,'QB1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QC']); 
             
        elseif sum(ppp == [2 3]) == 2 
             
             
            set(h,'PA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PB']); 
            set(h,'QA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QB']); 
            set(h,'PB1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PC']); 
            set(h,'QB1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QC']); 
             
        end 
         
    elseif nppp == 1 
         
         
        if ppp == 1 
             
            set(h,'PA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PA']); 
            set(h,'QA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QA']); 
             
        elseif ppp == 2 
             
            set(h,'PA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PB']); 
            set(h,'QA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QB']); 
             
        elseif ppp == 3 
             
            set(h,'PA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_PC']); 
            set(h,'QA1',['L',num2str(numload),'_QC']); 
             
        end 
         
    end 
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    posa = get(h,'Position'); 
     
    pos = posa - [posa(1) posa(2) posa(1) posa(2)]; 
     
    set(h,'Position',[ph1(1) ph1(2) ph1(1) ph1(2)] + pos + [50 50 50 50]) 
         
     % add the lines 
       
     hp = get(h,'Porthandles'); 
     hp1 = get(h1,'Porthandles'); 
      
     lhp = numel(hp.LConn); 
     lhp1 = numel(hp1.LConn); 
      
       
    for l = 1:numel(hp.LConn) 
         
        % determine which bus the line is closer to, and connect on that 
        % basis 
         
        if l == 1 
            
            Lpp = get(hp.LConn(end),'Position'); 
             
            Lpp1 = get(hp1.LConn(end),'Position'); 
            Rpp1 = get(hp1.LConn(end),'Position'); 
             
            LL1 = sqrt((Lpp(1) - Lpp1(1))^2 + (Lpp(2) - Lpp1(2))^2); 
            LR1 = sqrt((Lpp(1) - Rpp1(1))^2 + (Lpp(2) - Rpp1(2))^2); 
             
        end 
         
            add_line(mdl,hp.LConn(l),hp1.LConn(pc_idx(l))) 
              
    end 
     
    pause(0.01) 
         
     
end 
  
 
Following is the code in source placement file 
function source_placement(mdl,bus) 
  
ha = find_system([mdl,'/',num2str(bus)]); 
   
h = get_param(ha,'handle'); 
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h = h{1}; 
  
hb = add_block('source/source',[mdl,'/source',num2str(bus)]); 
  
posa = get(hb,'Position'); 
  
pos = posa - [posa(1) posa(2) posa(1) posa(2)]; 
  
pp = get(h,'Position'); 
  
set(hb,'Position',pos + [pp(1)-150 pp(2) pp(1)-150 pp(2)]) 
  
b1 = get(hb,'Porthandles'); 
b2 = get(h,'Porthandles'); 
  
% connect the lines 
  
for l = 1:3 
     
    add_line(mdl,b1.RConn(l),b2.LConn(l)) 
  
end 
 
Following is the code in capacitor placement file 
function capacitor_placement(mdl,cap_data,bus_phase_data) 
  
ib = ~isnan(cap_data(:,1)); 
  
bus_no = cap_data(ib,1); 
  
nb = numel(bus_no); 
  
for l = 1:nb 
  
    % find bus 
     
    ha = find_system([mdl,'/',num2str(bus_no(l))]); 
    hb = get_param(ha,'handle'); 
    h = hb{1}; 
     
    % determine phase connectivity 
     
    idx = bus_phase_data(:,1)==bus_no(l); 
     
    bp = bus_phase_data(idx,2:4); 
  
    sbp = sum(bp); 
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    % place the capacitor 
     
    hc = add_block(['Ycap/',num2str(sbp)],[mdl,'/C',num2str(bus_no(l))]); 
     
    posa = get(hc,'Position'); 
     
    pos = posa - [posa(1) posa(2) posa(1) posa(2)]; 
     
    pp = get(h,'Position'); 
     
    set(hc,'Position',pos + [pp(1)+50 pp(2)-50 pp(1)+50 pp(2)-50]) 
  
    % determine ports 
     
    hbp = get(h,'Porthandles'); 
    hcp = get(hc,'Porthandles'); 
     
    % connect ports 
     
    for lp = 1:numel(hcp.LConn) 
         
        add_line(mdl,hbp.LConn(lp),hcp.LConn(lp)) 
         
    end 
     
     
     
end 
  
  
 
Lastly, the code in IEE 123 XY data file 
%% 
  
% node-number X-coord Y-ccord 
  
node_XY_data = [    1.0000  187.2699  589.6655 
                    2.0000  178.5088  529.4255 
                    3.0000  184.8805  684.5891 
                    4.0000  185.6770  716.5345 
                    5.0000  229.4823  686.4145 
                    6.0000  276.4735  687.3273 
                    7.0000  227.0929  583.2764 
                    8.0000  278.0664  571.4109 
                    9.0000  261.3407  511.1709 
                    10.0000  203.1991  507.5200 
                    11.0000  130.7212  482.8764 
                    12.0000  250.9867  613.3964 
                    13.0000  327.4469  564.1091 
                    14.0000  191.2522  471.9236 
                    15.0000  361.6947  664.5091 
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                    16.0000  375.2345  708.3200 
                    17.0000  403.1106  645.3418 
                    18.0000  266.9159  368.7855 
                    19.0000  207.1814  382.4764 
                    20.0000  142.6681  397.9927 
                    21.0000  249.3938  306.7200 
                    22.0000  131.5177  335.9273 
                    23.0000  226.2965  233.7018 
                    24.0000  133.1106  261.0836 
                    25.0000  212.7566  184.4145 
                    26.0000  148.2434  197.1927 
                    27.0000   78.1549  213.6218 
                    28.0000  201.6062  143.3418 
                    29.0000  186.4735  100.4436 
                    30.0000  235.0575   94.0545 
                    31.0000  130.7212  144.2545 
                    32.0000  119.5708   98.6182 
                    33.0000   66.2080  139.6909 
                    34.0000  344.9690  610.6582 
                    35.0000  356.1195  345.9673 
                    36.0000  444.5265  371.5236 
                    37.0000  361.6947  397.0800 
                    38.0000  499.4823  354.1818 
                    39.0000  545.6770  341.4036 
                    40.0000  344.1726  305.8073 
                    41.0000  416.6504  284.8145 
                    42.0000  333.0221  269.2982 
                    43.0000  422.2257  239.1782 
                    44.0000  320.2788  229.1382 
                    45.0000  379.2168  210.8836 
                    46.0000  438.1549  190.8036 
                    47.0000  302.7566  177.1127 
                    48.0000  254.9690  190.8036 
                    49.0000  364.8805  161.5964 
                    50.0000  419.0398  143.3418 
                    51.0000  469.2168  129.6509 
                    52.0000  455.6770  540.3782 
                    53.0000  507.4469  532.1636 
                    54.0000  548.0664  525.7745 
                    55.0000  587.8894  521.2109 
                    56.0000  631.6947  513.9091 
                    57.0000  524.9690  453.6691 
                    58.0000  479.5708  468.2727 
                    59.0000  419.8363  480.1382 
                    60.0000  638.0664  429.9382 
                    61.0000  657.9779  483.7891 
                    62.0000  634.8805  322.2364 
                    63.0000  619.7478  263.8218 
                    64.0000  602.2257  217.2727 
                    65.0000  536.9159  241.0036 
                    66.0000  550.4558  285.7273 
                    67.0000  771.0752  414.4218 
                    68.0000  809.3053  390.6909 
                    69.0000  845.1460  366.9600 
                    70.0000  880.9867  346.8800 
                    71.0000  923.1991  317.6727 
                    72.0000  788.5973  474.6618 
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                    73.0000  830.0133  450.9309 
                    74.0000  872.2257  425.3745 
                    75.0000  913.6416  400.7309 
                    76.0000  806.9159  543.1164 
                    77.0000  833.9956  526.6873 
                    78.0000  864.2611  514.8218 
                    79.0000  890.5442  496.5673 
                    80.0000  869.0398  563.1964 
                    81.0000  872.2257  619.7855 
                    82.0000  874.6150  683.6764 
                    83.0000  925.5885  684.5891 
                    84.0000  930.3673  581.4509 
                    85.0000  927.9779  468.2727 
                    86.0000  816.4735  648.9927 
                    87.0000  730.4558  655.3818 
                    88.0000  720.8982  611.5709 
                    89.0000  659.5708  662.6836 
                    90.0000  655.5885  614.3091 
                    91.0000  590.2788  672.7236 
                    92.0000  583.1106  624.3491 
                    93.0000  528.1549  676.3745 
                    94.0000  513.0221  567.7600 
                    95.0000  476.3850  680.9382 
                    96.0000  464.4381  607.0073 
                    97.0000  743.9956  354.1818 
                    98.0000  772.6681  331.3636 
                    99.0000  807.7124  309.4582 
                    100.0000  860.2788  268.3855 
                    101.0000  723.2876  290.2909 
                    102.0000  764.7035  264.7345 
                    103.0000  813.2876  232.7891 
                    104.0000  854.7035  205.4073 
                    105.0000  707.3584  242.8291 
                    106.0000  751.1637  215.4473 
                    107.0000  813.2876  177.1127 
                    108.0000  691.4292  194.4545 
                    109.0000  733.6416  167.9855 
                    110.0000  789.3938  134.2145 
                    111.0000  715.3230  131.4764 
                    112.0000  836.3850  131.4764 
                    113.0000  890.5442  131.4764 
                    114.0000  945.5000  132.3891 
                    135.0000  313.9071  356.9200 
                    149.0000  135.5000  589.6655 
                    150.0000   47.8894  588.7527 
                    151.0000  596.6504  119.6109 
                    152.0000  396.7389  552.2436 
                    160.0000  692.2257  421.7236 
                    195.0000  475.5885  722.0109 
                    197.0000  733.0000  320.0000 
                    250.0000  280.4558   87.6655 
                    251.0000  281.2522  121.4364 
                    300.0000  662.7566  116.8727 
                    350.0000  688.2434   92.2291 
                    450.0000  900.1018  242.8291 
                    451.0000  939.9248  213.6218 
                    610.0000  725.6770  471.9236]; 
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